SB 253
Weatherwax
Conference Committees Eligible for Action
Activities along shorelines.

Presiding:  President

YEAS - 46          NAYS - 2          NOT VOTING - 2

ADOPTED

YEAS - 46
Alting               Garton               Lubbers              Sipes
Becker               Harrison             Lutz                 Smith
Bowser               Heinold              Meeks, R.            Steele
Bray                 Hershman            Merritt              Waltz
Breaux               Howard               Miller               Waterman
Broden               Hume                 Mishler              Weatherwax
Craycraft            Kruse                Mrvan                Wyss
Delph                Lanane               Nugent               Young, M
Dillon               Landske              Paul                 Young, R.
Drozda               Lawson               Riegsecker           Zakas
Ford                 Lewis                Rogers
Gard                 Long                 Simpson

NAYS - 2
Jackman              Kenley

NOT VOTING - 2
Skinner              Tallian